by Todd Smith

Dr. Ashby on Arrows
Editor’s Note: For this issue we’ve
asked Todd Smith to interview Dr.
Ashby about how an arrow’s make-up
affects its lethality. Todd Smith’s questions appear in the italic type. For more
about this sometimes controversial figure, see the article beginning on page
182 of the January issue.
Dr. Ashby, in bowhunting circles
these days it is well known that you
have studied, tested, and reported
on arrow lethality - terminal performance, on big game animals for over
27 years. In our previous interview for
ArrowTrade Magazine you mentioned
that it goes back even further than that.
You described getting good penetration
early on in your bowhunting career
and then later when the powers that
be started pushing light and fast, you
tried it and found that your penetration suffered greatly, so you went back
to heavier – albeit it slower arrows and
found you were getting good penetration again.
It seems you have always been
interested in the reasons, the mechanics,
and the physics behind what characteristics or qualities a finished arrow needs
to have to best serve the bowhunter.
Let’s discuss some of the characteristics
you’ve found an arrow needs for optimum performance?

Before we dig in, will you briefly
describe what happens to the arrow
from the instant the string is released to
the time it runs out of energy?
When the bowstring is released
force is applied to the arrow’s rear.
This thrusts the arrow forward but also
causes the shaft to flex. The bowstring
continues to apply force to the arrow
until the time the arrow departs the
string. The arrow’s flexion will continue
for some period of time after leaving
the string, before the arrow straightens
in flight. In flight many forces are exerted upon the arrow; it’s pulled down
by gravity and any wind exerts pressure upon the shaft. If the arrow has
a broadhead attached the broadhead
will also exert a wind shear effect, trying to steer the arrow from the front.
On impact a force is exerted on the
arrow’s front, slowing the arrow’s forward motion. This force also sets up
flexion in the shaft, which will also continue for a time. Duration of the shaft’s
flexion at launch and impact uses up a
significant portion of the arrow’s force,
derived from the bow. The flexion on
impact also impedes penetration, by
increasing resistance during penetration. By altering arrow design features
it is possible to minimize the amount
of arrow flexion at
launch and upon
impact. This both
conserves arrow
force in flight and
reduces arrow drag
during penetration.
What
would
you say is the primary goal of an
arrow designed for
harvesting big game
cleanly?

Dr. Ashby used large Asiatic buffalo to determine the heavy
bone threshold.

The primary
goal is to have a

design that will dispatch the animal as
rapidly as possible on as many of the
types of hits that might occur. In order
to accomplish this, the arrow must be
able to penetrate deeply, even when
the hit is poor.
I believe the readers would like
your take on the importance of Kinetic
Energy. How important or how useful
is measuring and knowing the Kinetic
Energy of your bow and arrow?
The kinetic energy of your arrow
is not a valid indicator of an arrow’s
ability to penetrate in tissues. The last
Asian buffalo I took was with an arrow
carrying less than 34 ft.-lbs. of kinetic
energy. It busted ribs on both sides
and stuck 20 inches of arrow out the
off-side.
If Kinetic Energy isn’t a valid indicator, what is?
Momentum measures the forward thrust of the arrow, and the study
shows that, with an arrow of given
dimensions the average tissue penetration will be directly proportional to
the arrow’s momentum. But don’t misread that. Just because two arrows, of
equal design, have equal momentum
it doesn’t mean they will penetrate the
same. The contribution arrow weight
makes to the arrow’s momentum is
more important in tissue penetration
than is the contribution the arrow’s
velocity makes. In other words, if you
have two arrows having equal external
profiles, equal flight quality and equal
momentum, but with one being a
heavier arrow at lower velocity and the
other a lighter arrow at higher velocity
the heavier arrow will penetrate better.
I know that you stress structural
integrity as the most important component of the arrow and broadhead
combination. Which arrows, or types of
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arrows have proven to be the strongest
in your testing?
The most durable of all have proven to be the hardwood shafts – hickory,
ash, laminated birch, ipe, purple heart,
et cetera. When tested with impacts on
the heavy rib bones of freshly downed
buffalo, where shaft damage could not
be attributed to movement of the animal after impact, the hardwoods show
a damage rate on 3.2 per 100 hits.
Tested the same, unreinforced aluminum and carbon shafts show damage
rates of 33.6 and 31.8 per 100 hits,
respectively. That’s roughly one out of
every three shots, when there is a heavy
bone impact. By unreinforced synthetic shafts we’re talking of them as they
are commonly used, with aluminum
inserts and/or broadhead adaptors.
The aluminum inserts/adaptors are a
definite weak link in the arrow system.
Most bowhunters today shoot carbon arrows. Which carbon arrows had
the best structural strength and is there
anything bowhunters can do to improve
the structural strength of “off the shelf”
carbon arrows?

The most durable “as they come”
carbon shafts are the GrizzlyStik Safari
shafts, but then they come with brass
inserts, not aluminum. Replacing the
aluminum inserts/adaptors with ones
of brass or steel does a lot to strengthen
synthetic shafts. In addition, a great
increase in structural integrity can be
achieved through the use of internal
and external footing (reinforcing).
Another of your top considerations
is quality of arrow flight. We can’t get
into arrow tuning in this column, but
what advice would you give a bowhunter who might not like to tinker and
tune until achieving perfect flight?
Do it! Perfect arrow flight is the
enabler for all the other factors that
affect arrow penetration. One should
spare neither effort nor expense to
achieve perfect arrow flight. No matter
what arrow setup you use, unless arrow
flight is as perfect as you can achieve
you are robbing your arrow of much of
its terminal performance potential.
We’ve talked about archer’s paradox, the flexing an arrow goes through
when it leaves a bow, and how it wastes

During the Natal study, Dr. Ashby tested the effectiveness of arrows and broadheads
on smaller, deer sized animals. By doing so he proved that his findings were not just relevant for really big game, but for smaller game animals as well.
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energy that could be used to propel the
arrow forward. The faster an arrow
recovers from that the better. What
can a bowhunter do to speed up their
arrow’s recovery from archer’s paradox?

a shaft then bump the weight on the
floor. There’s barely any shaft flex.
Now reverse it and bump the shaft on
the floor. The weight towards the rear
causes the shaft to flex.

Even EFOC isn’t all that hard
to reach with carbon shafts. Beside
just increasing point weight, using a
tapered shaft moves the weight forward. Adding brass or steel inserts does
too. To get to UEFOC requires more
work. To get there one not only needs
to have substantial point weight, they
need to think in terms of reducing the
weight at the arrow’s rear. This is where
using shafts with a low GPI weight
helps.
As an arrow’s FOC goes up the
forward lever arm – the distance from
the balance point to the point – gets
shorter, and the rear lever arm gets longer. The shorter the lever arm the more
weight that has to be added to make a
significant change. The longer the lever
arm the more change a slight weight
difference will make.

For an arrow having the correct
dynamic spine, the biggest factor in
rapid paradox recovery is the amount of
arrow FOC; the higher the better. From
the higher levels of EFOC on up, a welltuned EFOC arrow, shot bare-shaft (no
fletching), can fully recover from paradox at a distance of less than one yard.
We’re talking bullet-holes when paper
tuning, with absolute straight arrow
impact from that distance on out.

We sure have been hearing a lot
on forward of center (FOC) as well as
Extreme FOC, and Ultra Extreme FOC
these days. Is it really such a big deal?

If a bowhunter decides to use a light
but stiff arrow and simply adds a heavy
point on the end, won’t the arrows just
nose dive?

Absolutely. As a factor in your
arrow’s terminal performance it ranks
behind only structural integrity and
perfect arrow flight in importance.
That’s because of the reduced shaft
flex at impact. But there’s a lot more.
There’s the faster paradox recovery,
saving arrow force that can be usefully
applied downrange. Because of that
saved arrow force we’re also finding
that, with arrows of equal dimensions
and weight, higher FOC means the
arrow shoots flatter. Higher FOC also
permits the use of much smaller fletching, which reduces arrow drag in flight
and reduces arrow drift in a crosswind.

No. The acceleration of gravity
is the same, regardless of an object’s
weight. As I noted above, if you have two
arrows identical in all aspects, except
for the distribution of the weight, and
each is tuned perfectly, the one with
the higher FOC will shoot flatter. The
one with the higher FOC will recover
from paradox more rapidly, wasting
less of the arrow’s energy. That means
there’s more energy left for arrow flight.
And that’s un-fletched. If you add in
that the higher FOC arrow requires less
fletching to stabilize any given broadhead’s flight then there’s less drag on
the higher FOC arrow in flight.

What have you found is the easiest
way for a hunter to achieve higher FOC?

If you get that much weight up
front, won’t you need to use a lot more

The higher you can push your FOC (forward of center) the better your arrows will recover in flight, recover upon impact, and continue to penetrate after breaching bone.

We have coined a new phrase,
“impact paradox,” the oscillations an
arrow goes through upon impact. If an
arrow is flexing back and forth, that will
impede penetration. What can a bowhunter do to reduce this flexing?
The exact same thing. The further
forward the arrow’s center of mass is
located the less flex the shaft shows
at impact. Try it yourself. Securely
attach a heavy weight on the front of

An arrow’s structural integrity can be greatly improved by adding a hardwood internal foot like pictured above. It spreads the stress
of impact along a greater surface area and significantly reduces shaft breakage.
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Dr. Ashby’s testing has shown that the heavy bone threshold is breached by arrows of
650 grains and up. If there is a “magic bullet” weight to shoot for, it’s 650 grains.

feather or longer vanes to stabilize it?
No. It’s on arrows with lower
amounts of FOC where you have to use
more fletching. The higher the FOC the
less fletching you’ll need to stabilize
the broadhead’s flight. That’s because
of the relationship between the forward and rear lever arms; the longer
the rear lever arm the less fletching
required.
Bowhunters ask me all the time for
a magic bullet, an arrow weight that
can do anything. What do you think
about that and when it comes to the
overall weight of an arrow, is there an
ideal weight?
Whenever a heavy bone is hit there
is the Heavy Bone Threshold to consider. All broadheads, regardless of design,
show an abruptly increased frequency of breaching a heavy bone when
the arrow’s weight is above threshold
value. That value is at, or very, very
near 650 grains. That said, when all
else is equal – same bow and same
external arrow dimensions - increasing arrow weight increases the average
penetration you will achieve in tissues.
That’s because it increases the arrow’s
momentum, and arrow penetration in

tissues is directly proportional to the
change in momentum. Remember that
momentum, by definition, is the measure of an arrows forward push.
Many bowhunters are used to
shooting arrows in the 400 grain range.
Now we are telling them that arrows of
at least 650 grains are the best. What
advice would you give to bowhunters
that would like to increase their mass
weight and FOC but are concerned with
the trajectory they’ll end up with?
They should try it before making
a decision. The trajectory loss is less
than many suppose it to be. But there’s
a lot more that needs to be considered.
Unlike shooting at targets, where hitting the target is all that counts, in
bowhunting merely making a hit is
sometimes not enough. In bowhunting
the arrow must perform after the hit,
not just up until the hit.
I talk to lots of bowhunters who
agree that the heavier arrows might
really be needed for animals from elk
and larger, but they don’t see the need
for heavy arrows on deer sized animals.
How would you respond to that statement?
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I started out testing on lighter big
game animals. During the Natal Study
over 90 percent of the shots were on
impala, nyala and warthogs. Those
are the size of small whitetails, mule
deer and feral hogs. It was failure on
the bones of these light animals that
started the search for better terminal
arrow performance. We moved to bigger animals simply because they have
more heavy bones to test against. While
the ribs of an Asian or Cape buffalo
are heavier than the ribs of a deer, on

even a small whitetail the head of the
humerus (shoulder bone) or head of
the scapula (shoulder blade) will be
more than twice as thick as those buffalo ribs. So will the scapular ridge.
Heavy bone isn’t limited to just the bigger animals.
Is there any truth to the idea that
small diameter arrows penetrate better than arrows with a normal or close
to 5/16 inch diameter? Is there such a
thing as too small of a diameter?

There’s likely no such thing as a
shaft too small in diameter, so long as
the spine was stiff enough, but their
advantage in tissue penetration isn’t
as great as many believe. Having a
shaft that is at least 5 percent smaller
in diameter than the diameter of the
broadhead’s ferrule shows markedly
better penetration than when the shaft
is equal to or larger than the broadhead’s ferrule. However I could not
document any difference in tissue penetration when the shaft was still smaller. Tissue does not react like a foam
target. The foam target is designed to
stop arrows by exerting friction on the
shaft, so the larger the shaft the more
surface area it has, and the more friction the foam target exerts. The fibers
of living soft tissue are under tension.
When cut they spread apart. The blood
released also acts as a lubricant, reducing friction on the shaft drag. Where
the smaller shaft does show an advantage is when one uses a broadhead that
merely punches a small opening in a
bone, through which the shaft must
pass. However, using a broadhead that
punches such a hole reduces postbreaching penetration significantly,
regardless of shaft size; but we’ll save
that discussion for later, when we talk
about broadheads.
Is there any advantage to tapered
shafts?
Yes. When comparing arrows
having, otherwise, equal dimensions a tapered shaft shows 8 percent
more tissue penetration than a parallel shaft and 7 percent more than
a barrel-tapered shaft. Furthermore,
the tapered shaft has a built-in weight
forward design. That can help with the
arrow’s FOC.
In the last seminar of yours I attended, you mentioned something about the
arrow force derived from the bow. Can
you describe what you mean by that?
Any bow is capable of imparting
only a set amount of force. Think of
bow force as the fuel for your arrow,
and it’s just like the fuel in the tank of
your car. The more efficient your car the
more “work” it can do on a tank of fuel;
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Structural integrity in arrows is crucial for good penetration. If the arrow fails, penetration stops.

and the more efficient your arrow the
more “work” it can do with whatever
force your bow is capable of supplying
it with. You can gain a bit of bow force
by using heavier arrows, because they
absorb more energy from the bow’s
limbs, but any substantial gain requires
either a more efficient bow or one of
great draw weight. There’s a lot more
performance to be gained by increasing the efficiency of your arrow than
there is by increasing the draw weight
of your bow.
Do you think a bowhunter can have
a setup that gets too much penetration?
I’d like every bowhunter to ask
themselves two questions: First, how
many times have they heard of a
bowhunter losing an animal because
their arrow didn’t penetrate enough?
Second, how many times have they
heard of a bowhunter losing an animal because their arrow penetrated too
much? In bowhunting there’s no such
thing as overkill.

It’s been my pleasure, Todd, and
thank you for the opportunity to share
it.
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Dr. Ashby, we appreciate you sharing all this information with us. Thank
you.
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